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FORM A

IN THE COURT OF ADDL SESSIONS JUDGE(FTC),

SONITPUR, TEZPUR

Present: Sri Nisanta Goswami,
Addl. Sessions Judge(FTC),
Sonitpur, Tezpur.

fDate of the Judgment]
30-08-2022

[sessions Case No Lt} 12020]

Details of FIR/ Crime and Police Station

STATE OF ASSAM

OR

Msstt Hajera Khatun, Wo Alaluddin

Of Fatasimolu, Dhekiajuli

Learned Addl. P.P. Mr. A. Baruah.REPRESENTED BY

1. Md Asgar Ali, S/o Late Alaluddin

Resident of Vill- Fatasimolu,

PS- Dhekiajuli,

District- Sonitpur.

r. A K Saikia, Learned Legal Aid Advocate.REPRESENTED BY

ions 110 of2020
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Complainant :

qCCUSED PERSON
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FORM B

Date of Offence t4-05-2020

Date of FIR. 1s-05-2020

Date of Charge-sheet 30-07-2020

Date of Framing of Charges 02-02-202L

Date of commencement of evidence t4-09-2021

Date on which judgment is reserued LB-08-2022

Date of the Judgment 30-08-2022

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any 0t-09-2022

Accused Details

Rank of

the

Accused

Name of

Accused

Date of

Arrest

Date of

Release

on Bail

Offences

charged

with

Whether

Acquitted

or

convicted

Sentence

Imposed

Period

of

Detention

undergone

during Trial

for purpose

of Section

438,Cr.P.C.

Cultivator Md Asgar
Ali

16-05-20, In
custody,

Section
436 of
IPC.

Convicted

SI for 10
years and
to pay a
fine of

Rs.1000/-,
i/d to SI
for three
months

More than
twoyears

q*ilj*:;f,"
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Form C

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/COURT WITN ESSES

A Prosecution

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

PW1 Msstt Hajera Khatun Complai na nt/Informa nt

PW2 Msstt Hanufa Khatun Other Witness.

1 PW3 Md Harei Ali Other Witness.
-;; pW4 Msstt Sajira Khatun Other Witness.

PW5 Md Abdul Khaleque Other Witness.

PW6 Md Rofiqul Islam Other Witness.

PW7 Md Hazarat Ali Other Witness.

PWB Sri Tapan Talukdar Police Witness.

B. Defence Witnesses, if any:

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITI\ESS)

NIL NIL NIL
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c

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

NIL NIL NIL(i.ioNS

A

LrsT oF pRosEcuTroN/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHTBTTS

Prosecution:

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

1 P.Ext.1/PW8 Sketch map.

2 P.Ext .zlPWg Ejahar.

3 P.Ext.3/PWB Charge sheet.

B. Defence:

C Court Exhibits

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

1 Elt.A The printed FIR.

a

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

Nil Nil Nil

ns 110 of2020
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D. Material Objects:

JUDGMENT

Facts of the case

1. The case of the prosecution, in brief, is that on

15.05.2020 a FIR was lodged at the Borchola Police

Outpost under Dhekiajuli PS by one Hazera Khtoon,

stating therein that about 7 days prior to the Iodging of

the FIR the accused persons, namely, Asgar Ali chased

her as well as his own wife out of their house. On

L4.05.2020 at about 9:20 PM the accused kindled fire

in the house built by the informant's husband. The

house was made of concrete posts and galvanised

roofing sheets. As a result, the house was razed in fire.

Currency notes of Rs. 10,000 and five numbers of

poultries were also burnt.

Based on that FIR, Dhekiajuli PS Case number

25312020 was registered under section 436 of IPC.

Investigation commenced and after the completion of

the investigation, a Charge Sheet was submitted

against the accused Asgar Ali under section 436 of IPC.

2.

Sr. No Material Object Number Description

NIL NIL NIL

ns 110 of2020
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3.

Cognizance of the offence was taken. Since the offence

under section 436 of IPC is exclusively triable by the

Court of sessions; the case was committed to the Court

of sessions. The accused was arrested immediately

after the lodging of the FIR and since then he remained

in custody during the entire trial period. When the

accused was produced before the court, a charge was

framed against him under section 436 of IPC. When the

charge was read over to the accused, he pleaded not

guilty and claimed to be tried. Thus, the case

proceeded to the trial stage.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

The following points were taken up for determination in

this case :

(i) Whether on 15.05.2020 at Fatasimolu under

Dhekiajuli PS, the accused Asgar Ali committed

mischief by kindling fire in the house of the

informant Hajera Khatoon, intending to cause the

destruction of the house? .

POINTS DECIDED AND REASONS THEREOF :

During the course of the trial, the prosecution side

adduced evidence of eight witnesses. The accused was

examined under section 313 of CrPC. No evidence was

adduced from the defense side.

4.
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5.

Whether the accused kindled fire in the house of

the informant

The informant Hajera Khatoon (PW 1) has stated in her

evidence that on the day of occurrence at about 9:20

pm the accused set fire in her dwelling house and at

that time she was nearby her house. Having seen the

fire she came running and saw the accused standing

near the house with a dagger in his hand. All the

household belongings, including four hens were burnt.

Propefi worth Rs.2,50,000/- were burnt. The PW 1

fufther stated that she saw the accused setting fire to

the house by a flame stick. This paft of the evidence of

the PW 1 was however contradicted with her statement

recorded u/s 161 of CrPC. The IO Tapan Talukdar (PW

8) has confirmed in his evidence that the PW t had not

stated in her statement that she saw the accused

setting fire in her house with a flame stick.

It also appears from the evidence of PW 1 that the

accused Asgar Ali is her youngest son and her elder son

is Harej Ali. After the death of her husband, the

accused used to tofture her. Hence she started living in

the house of her elder son Harej Ali, which is at a little

distance from her own house, which was set on fire. To

confirm the proximity of her location from the place of

occurrence, the PW t has also stated that if someone

6.
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7.

calls from his (Harej Ali) house, it can be heard from

her house (the house which was burnt). Hence, it is

very natural that the PW t had seen fire occurring in

her house. She has also stated in her cross examination

that it was dark at the time of occurrence. The fire will

obviously be visible when it was dark.

The wife of the accused Hanufa Khatoon (PW 2) was in

her parental house at the time of the occurrence. She

stated in her evidence that her husband drove her out

of his house. However, the house of her parents in near

her matrimonial home. This is also evident from the

evidence of PW 1, who stated in her cross examination

that the house of the father-in-law of the accused is

towards the eastern side of their house. At about 9.20

PM the PW 2 saw fire in their house. In her cross

examination also she confirmed that she came out of

her house and saw the fire. She has however stated

that she had not seen tlre accused setting fire to the

house.

B. The another son of the informant and the brotner tf
the accused Harej Ali (PW 3) was sleeping in his house

at about 9.20 pm, when his mother informed him that

fire broke out in their house. The PW 3 has stated in his

cross examination that at the time of the occurrence,

the accused lived in that house with his mother and

r-\. ^ *J-P =
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9.

wife. The evidence of the mother (PW 1) and wife (PW

2) of the accused reveals that on the day of occurrence

they were not present in the house. It means that at

the relevant time the accused was alone in the house

which was razed in fire.

The mother-in-law of the accused Sajira Khatun (PW 4),

co-villagers Abdul Khaleque (PW 5), Rofiqul Islam (PW

6) and Hazarat Ali (PW 7) also saw the house of the

accused burning on the day of occurrence between 9 to

9:30 pm and they all went to the place of occurrence

and saw the accused present there. Though these

witnesses have not seen the accused setting fire, they

saw fire in the house of the informant and the accused

standing nearby.

Though the prosecution witnesses were cross examined

at length by the Iearned !ega! aid counsel, their

testimony remained unshaken in respect of the fact

that all of them saw fire in the house of the informant

at the time of the alleged occurrence and that tl.
accused was also present at the place of occurrence at

that time. It is also revealed that the mother and wife

of the accused were not present in the house on that

day. However, they were in the same vicinity.

It appears from the above that under the given

circumstances, the accused Asgar AIi is the only person

10.

11.

Sessions ll0 of2020
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12.

who was present at the place of occurrence when fire

occurred in the house. So he must have special

knowledge about the fact as to how the fire occurred

and the burden lies on him to prove that fact. Section

106 qf the Evidence Act provides that When any fact is

especially within the knowledge of any person, the

burden of proving that fact is upon him.

In the present case the accused Asgar Ali has stated in

his examination u/s 313 of CrPC that he works as a

cultivator. On the day of occurrence, when he returned

from his work, he found that neither his mother nor his

wife was present in the house. So, he set his house on

fire. The accused fufther explained that whenever he

scolds his wife, she goes to her parental house. After

she left, he set his house on fire.

This explanation offered by the accused Asgar Ali lends

credence to the prosecution case. It completes the

chain of circumstances which point towards the guilt of

the accused. The learned legal aid counsel hgt

submitted, and rightly so, that the statement recorded

u/s 313 of CrPC is not a substantia! piece of evidence.

In this respect, the learned counsel has referred to the

decision of the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in Haripada

Paul v. State of Tripura [2013 (L22) AIC 646

(GAU, H.C.-A.B]. In para 9 of that judgment it was

13,

r.#inu,Fffi
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t4.

hetd that the admission made by the accused .i tn.
time of making response under section 313 of CrPC

may lend support to the prosecution but there cannot

be any conviction merely on the accused's statement in

absence of other evidence on the basis of which the

accused can be held to have committed the offence.

The learned defense counsel has rightly maintained

that in the absence of any other evidence, an accused

cannot be convicted merely on the basis of his

responses u/s 313 of CrPC. But where the prosecution

has led evidence sufficient to form a chain of

circumstances; the explanations offered by the accused

may serve the purpose of completing that chain or

corroborating the prosecution evidence. In this respect,

the following observations of the Hon'ble Supreme

Court, in Ramnaresh and Ors. v. State of

Chhattisgarh (2OL2) 4 SCC 257 t are worth

mentioning ..22, It is a seffled principle of law that the

obligation to put material evidence to the accused

under Section 313 Code of Criminal Procedure is upon

the Court. One of the main objec,B of recording of a

statement under this provision of the Code of Criminal

Procedure is to give an opportunity to the accused to

explain the circumstances appearing against him as well

as to put forward his defence, if the accused so desires.

But once he does not avail this opportunity, thenA .J But once/r)"rss* 

-
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consequences in law must follow. Where the accused

takes benefit of this oppoftunity, then his statement

made under Section 313 Code of Criminal Procedure .,

in so far as it supports the case of the prosecution, can

be used against him for rendering conviction. Even

under the latter, he faces the consequences in law.

When the evidence of the prosecution witnesses shows

that the house of the informant was burnt and the

accused was present at the place of occurrence when

the house was burning and thereafter when the

accused explains that he burnt the house since after

returning from his workplace he found his mother and

wife absent; such circumstances point only towards the

guilt of the accused.

The circumstances proved by the prosecution and

suppofted by the accused exclude all hypotheses

except the guilt of the accused. Hence it may be

concluded that on the day of occurrence, the accused

Asgar Ali kindled fire in the house of the informant, that

is, his mother.

Whether the act of the accused amounts to Mischief

t7. The explanation offered by the accused squarely

suggests that he set fire in the house used by him

along with his mother and his wife for residential

Sessions LLO of2020

c T.C
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16.
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18.

purpose, merely because he turned furious when he

found his wife and mother absent at home after he

returned from his workplace. The evidence of PW 1 and

2 reveals that the accused was not maintalning a good

relation with his mother and wife. He used to torture

them and he himself chased his mother and wife out of

their dwelling house. The mother of the accused (PW 1)

stated in her evidence that about four years prior to the

incident the accused started to torture her physically

and mentally. He used to beat her and ousted her from

the house. After the death of her husband the torture

inflicted by the accused increased. In her cross

examlnation also the PW 1 stated that because of the

tofture of the accused, she went to live in the house of

her elder son Harej Ali. This testimony of the informant

remained unshaken in her cross examination. The wife

of the accused (PW 2) also stated in her evidence that

before the incident at 9 pm her husband drove her out

of the house. These are previous conducts of the

accused, relevant under section B of the Evidence Act,

which shows the mischievous intention of the accused.

The accused kindled fire in the house, in which he used

to reside with his mother and wife, causing destruction

of the propefi, apparently with the intenUon of

causing damage to his mother and wife. Hence this

Sessions L70 of2020
T,C
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19.

conduct of the accused amounts to mischief withiri the

meaning of section 436 of IPC.

Discreoancies in the evidence of witnesses

During the course of argument the learned legal aid

counsel had referred to some contradictions in the

evidence of the prosecution witnesses and defects in

the investigation. More particularly the learned counsel

has underscored the facts that though PW t had

deposed that she saw about one thousand persons in

the PO, the evidence of PW 2 reveals that she saw

about 50-60 persons, Moreover, PW 3 Harej Ali stated

that he was informed about the incident by his mother

(PW 1) but his mother has not stated that she informed

her son (PW 3) about the incident. These are minor

discrepancies in the evidence of witnesses, which needs

to be ignored. Mathematical precision is not called for.

In view of the above, it may be inferred that the

prosecution has proved their case against the accused

Asgar Ali u/s 436 of IPC beyond reasonable doubt. The

accused is convicted u/s 436 of IPC.

The accused kindled fire in the house in a cold blooded

manner. He did not receive any provocation from

anyone immediately before the incident. Moreover, he

has not shown any remorse for his did. As such, the

20.

2t.
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22.

23.

accused doesnt deserve to be considered under the

provisions of the Probation of Offenders Act, 1958.

At this stage the case is deferred for sentence hearing

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this

30th day of August,2022.

@18q"--
(Nisanta Goswalti)

Addl. Sessions Judge (FfC),
Sonitpur,Tezpur.

Addl. Sessrons Judge, F.T.C

Sonitour, Tezgur
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oRpER qN SENTENCTNG

1. I have heard the accused Asgar Ali on sentence u/s

253(2) of CrPC. I have also heard the Iearned Iegal

aid counsel for the accused and also the Iearned

Addl. PP for the state on the question of sentence.

2. The accused has stated that he doesn't have

anything to say on sentence. The learned legal aid

counsel has submitted that the accused is a poor

person and he needs to be dealt with leniently.

3. I have considered the aggravating and mitigating

circumstances of the case. The following are the

aggravating circumstances in this case:

i) The accused had intentionally burnt the house

of his mother, thereby depriving her of her

place of abode.

ii) The accused has not

any stage of the trial.

4. On the other hand the

circumstances were found :

shown any remorse at

fo!lowing mitigating

i)

ii)

The prosecution has not shown any previous

criminal antecedent of the accused and

The accused is a poor daily wage earner.

Sessions 7L0 of2020 Page 16



5. After considering the aggravating and mitigating

circumstances, accused Asgar Ali is sentenced to

imprisonment for ten years and to pay a fine of

Rs.1000/-for the offence uls 436 IPC. In default of

payment of fine, the accused sha!! undergo simple

imprisonment for another three months.

The period of detention already undergone by the

accused, during the investigation and trial, shal! be

set off against the term of imprisonment imposed

upon him.

Let the seized articles be disposed of in accordance

with !aw.

Let a free copy of the judgment be furnished to the

accused forthwith. Let a copy of the judgment be

furnished to the District Magistrate, Sonitpur.

Given under my hand and seal of this Couft on this

1$ day of September, 2022.

6.

7.

B.

9.

q\'*rs-n-t-'.--
(Nisanta Goswami)

Addl. Sessions Judge (FIC),
Sonitpur,Tezpur.
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